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Abstract—The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) spacecraft is being designed to carry a large rover (> 800 kg) to the surface of Mars using a blunt-body entry capsule as the primary decelerator. The spacecraft is being designed for launch in 2009 and arrival at Mars in 2010. The combination of large mass and diameter with non-zero angle-of-attack for MSL will result in unprecedented convective heating environments caused by turbulence prior to peak heating. Navier-Stokes computations predict a large turbulent heating augmentation for which there are no supporting flight data\(^1\) and little ground data for validation. Consequently, an extensive experimental program has been established specifically for MSL to understand the level of turbulent augmentation expected in flight. The experimental data support the prediction of turbulent transition and have also uncovered phenomena that cannot be replicated with available computational methods. The result is that the flight aeroheating environments predictions must include larger uncertainties than are typically used\(^2\) for a Mars entry capsule. Finally, the thermal protection system (TPS) being used for MSL has not been flown at the heat flux, pressure, and shear stress combinations expected in flight, so a test program has been established to obtain conditions relevant to flight. This paper summarizes the aerothermodynamic definition analysis and TPS development, focusing on the challenges that are unique to MSL.

\(^1\) IEEEAC paper #1423, Version 7, Updated February 28, 2007.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) will mark a significant advancement in the exploration of Mars through the use of advanced techniques for atmospheric entry and the use of a large rover for surface operations. Guided entry with banking maneuvers will be used to orient the lift vector to minimize range errors and achieve landing accuracy on the order of 10 km [1]. MSL is currently targeting a hypersonic lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) of 0.24 (trim \( \alpha = 16 \) deg). A main goal of using a guided lifting entry is to achieve parachute deploy conditions (Mach number and dynamic pressure) at a sufficiently high altitude to allow time for the lander to decelerate prior to touchdown.

The MSL rover will require protection from aerothermodynamic loads during hypersonic atmospheric entry. To that end, MSL will use a rigid aeroshell and lightweight ablator thermal protection system (TPS) similar to those used successfully for past missions. Table 1 summarizes key characteristics of successful Mars entry attempts and how they compare to those expected for MSL; the Phoenix lander will be launched in 2007 for arrival in 2008. See [2] for a complete list of Mars entry attempts.
Table 1. Comparison of Mars Entry Capsules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Viking 1/2</th>
<th>Pathfinder</th>
<th>MER A/B</th>
<th>Phoenix</th>
<th>MSL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter, m</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry Mass, kg</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>&gt;3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landed Mass, kg</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>&gt;1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing Altitude, km</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing Ellipse, km</td>
<td>420 x 200</td>
<td>100 x 50</td>
<td>80 x 20</td>
<td>75 x 20</td>
<td>&lt;10 x 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Entry Vel., km/s</td>
<td>4.5/4.42</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>&gt;5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Entry FPA, deg</td>
<td>-17.6</td>
<td>-13.8</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/(C_D A), kg/m²</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>&gt;140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent at Peak Heating?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Heat Flux, W/cm²</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>&gt;200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersonic α, deg</td>
<td>-11.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersonic L/D</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3-axis</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>Spinning</td>
<td>3-axis</td>
<td>3-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forebody shape, a 70-degree half-angle spherically blunted cone, was originally chosen for Viking because it gives a low ballistic coefficient (m/C_D A) and is stable enough to require minimal control system usage [3]. The same forebody shape has been used for all U. S. Mars entry capsules since Viking and will be used as the primary decelerator for MSL. The mass landed by MSL will far exceed the total entry system mass for any of the previous entry systems, and will stretch the limits of the applicability of the Viking style rigid aeroshell entry system [4]. The rover alone is similar in mass to the entire Mars Exploration Rover (MER) entry system. MSL will also land at altitudes much higher than has been attempted before. The added mass and capability to land at higher altitudes requires an aggressive entry profile timeline which, when combined with the large aeroshell and high ballistic coefficient, leads to unprecedented aerothermodynamic loads that will stress the TPS beyond past flight experience. Consequently, computational and experimental methods are being employed extensively for MSL to characterize the aerodynamic heating environments and TPS performance.

2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Development of a lightweight TPS capable of handling the predicted environments (heat flux, pressure, shear stress) requires accurate prediction of those environments with proper uncertainties. See [2] for a detailed discussion of the issues related to predicting Mars entry heating. Starting with Mars Pathfinder (MPF), Navier-Stokes flow solvers have been applied with physical models that simulate the nonequilibrium chemical reactions that occur at hypersonic speeds in a high-temperature shock layer [5] – [7]. Laminar convective heating conditions were expected for MPF and the twin Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). In a laminar environment, the heating levels can be determined computationally with uncertainties of about 25%. The MPF predicted peak heat flux (~115 W/cm²) is the highest experienced to date and was well within the performance limits of the heat-shield ablator (SLA-561V) that will also be used for MSL. See [8] for a description of the MPF heat-shield design.

The same computational methods used for MPF and MER are being employed for characterization of the MSL heating environments [9] – [11]. However, the lifting MSL entry requires the use of full three-dimensional simulations to populate the aerothermal database. In addition, unlike past missions, the prediction of turbulent transition early in the entry trajectory has led to an extensive analysis and testing program for environments definition in addition to TPS response model development and performance assessment.

No accepted method exists for predicting transition to turbulence. In addition, no flight data currently exist for this aeroshell geometry, or any geometry in a Martian environment. However, it is known that transition
likelihood increases with increasing Reynolds number. Figure 1 shows one method for estimating when boundary layer transition occurs on the MSL heat-shield. The figure shows peak momentum-thickness Reynolds number ($\text{Re}_\theta$) on the heat-shield as calculated with the LAURA Navier-Stokes flow solver. The Monte-Carlo based design trajectory associated with Figure 1 gives the maximum integrated heat load (entry velocity = 5.9 km/s). This trajectory requires the thickest heat-shield TPS due to a shallow entry flight path angle leading to a long flight time. A smooth-body transition criterion of $\text{Re}_\theta > 200$ was established for MSL as a means for computationally predicting the time of transition along the trajectory. A conservative level was chosen due to the fact that other mechanisms (roughness, ablative mass addition, crossflow) may cause transition earlier than would be expected on a smooth aeroshell. For all MSL entry trajectories considered to date, the transition criterion is exceeded well before peak laminar heating. Experimental data (Section 3) support this transition criterion. Thus, the decision was to design the TPS for a completely turbulent heat pulse.

Given that turbulent transition occurs so early in the design trajectory based on the smooth wall $\text{Re}_\theta$ criterion, the choice has been made to design the heat-shield TPS for a fully turbulent heat pulse. This will be the first time a Mars entry capsule has been designed for turbulent conditions at peak heating. Figure 2 shows the impact of turbulence on heating levels along the maximum heat flux trajectory. Navier-Stokes flow field results were obtained for laminar and turbulent conditions at the peak heating point ($V_\infty = 5330$ m/s, $\rho_\infty = 8.37 \times 10^{-4}$ kg/m$^3$, $T_\infty = 163.3$ K). In these calculations a super-catalytic wall boundary condition was employed, which forces the complete recombination of CO$_2$ and N$_2$ at the wall, thus resulting in the largest possible catalytic heat flux. The choice of this boundary condition is consistent with the flight data from the Mars Pathfinder mission [6]. The peak laminar heat flux occurs near the forebody nose and at the shoulder. The turbulent result shows a large augmentation on the leeward ($X > 0$) side of the forebody ($\alpha \approx 16$ deg). Laminar heating levels for MPF and MER used heat flux uncertainties of about 25%. Given the lack of flight and ground data available for code validation, MSL is carrying a 50% uncertainty on the predicted turbulent heat flux. The resulting margined heat flux of 225 W/cm$^2$ is three times the margined laminar heat flux and about double the heat flux experienced by MPF. The turbulent results in Figure 2 represent the highest predicted heat flux within the allowable launch/arrival opportunity space at the time of this paper.

Turbulence also affects the shear stress on the heat-shield. Figure 3 shows the predicted forebody heat flux, pressure, and shear stress with uncertainties applied to the computational results. Whereas MPF experienced the highest heat flux (and virtually no shear stress) at the stagnation point for a ballistic entry, MSL will simultaneously experience high heat flux and shear stress on the leeside heat-shield flank at $\alpha \approx 16$ deg. The coincidental high heat flux and shear stress levels places extra importance on characterizing TPS performance since the material is subjected to high shear stress at elevated temperatures as the material ablates. The possibility of mechanical removal of ablator material due to high shear makes the TPS design more challenging since such phenomena are inefficient energy accommodators and are not well predicted by current TPS response modeling tools. This situation of high turbulent heat flux and coincidentally high shear stress has necessitated an extensive TPS test program designed to assess material performance for conditions as representative of flight as possible.
Characterization of the afterbody environments is equally challenging for this mission. The prediction of a blunt body wake flow field that is unsteady and possibly turbulent using Navier-Stokes flow solvers requires large computational grids and computer resources (see [11] and [12] for example). Uncertainties for afterbody heating predictions are larger than forebody heating uncertainties due to the difficulty in modeling the wake flow field and sparseness of relevant flight or ground data. Figure 4 shows the MSL afterbody centerline heat flux predictions, including the assumed 200% uncertainty, at peak dynamic pressure on the maximum heat flux trajectory. The peak dynamic pressure point is shown because it results in the highest afterbody heating rates [11]. A margined heat flux as high as 25 W/cm² is predicted at those conditions. For comparison, the MPF margined peak afterbody heat flux was 7-8 W/cm² [5].

The afterbody environments for MSL are further complicated by the fact that reaction control system (RCS) jets will be firing throughout the entry trajectory to perform bank maneuvers as part of the guided entry strategy. The RCS thrusters are located on the backshell and their plumes will interfere with the oncoming flow field, causing elevated heating at various locations on the backshell. The uncertainties applied to Navier-Stokes flow field solutions with RCS thruster firings are still to be determined for MSL. A key question for design is how repeated short duration (a few seconds) RCS thruster firings affect TPS performance in the areas where elevated heating occurs. Figure 5 shows an attempt at modeling an RCS thruster firing into the wake flow field using a Navier-Stokes flow solver. A simplified model is used in which the thruster exit plane conditions are imposed on a circular patch of the computational grid. The thruster plume impedes the oncoming supersonic flow and sets up a horseshoe vortex. The vortex impinges on the afterbody surface at various locations and causes locally elevated heat flux. The location and magnitude of augmented heating are a function of the oncoming flow field and are sensitive to the computational grid density. MSL marks the first attempt to model the heating effects of thruster firings for a Mars entry capsule. The magnitude of heating caused by thruster plume interference exceeds the afterbody TPS material limits for MPF and MER. As a consequence, most, if not all, of the afterbody will be covered with the same TPS material used for the forebody.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The large size of MSL, combined with relatively high entry velocity and flight at high angle-of-attack, are expected to produce turbulence well before peak heating, which will lead to much higher convective heating rates than experienced in previous Mars missions. Because little experimental data exist for either turbulent heating of very blunt bodies, or for heating in a high enthalpy CO₂ environment, an extensive experimental aeroheating program has been conducted for MSL to obtain data on these phenomena.

Initial testing of the MSL configuration was conducted in the Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel [13] – [14]. At that time, the heat-shield design incorporated attachment points to the vehicle carrier stage through the forebody. These penetrations were found to cause transition and accompanying high turbulent heating levels at Reynolds numbers much lower than those at which smooth-body transition would occur (Fig. 6). In subsequent designs, the attachment location was moved to the aftbody, thus alleviating the problem of penetration-induced turbulence.

The initial tests indicated that smooth-body transition on the forebody leeside would produce elevated heating rates. A second test was conducted in the Langley 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel [15] in order to obtain turbulent heating data for comparison to computational results as well as transition onset data. Although $Re_\theta$ or $Re_\theta/M_e$ are not definitive criteria, transition onset was observed at values much lower than those expected in flight, which reinforces the heat-shield design requirement for fully-turbulent flow. Because of model size limitations, no significant running length of fully-developed turbulent flow along the heat-shield could be obtained in this test on the MSL configuration. However, a small running-length of turbulent flow was obtained on a 60-deg sphere-cone in the same test, and for this case it was found that algebraic turbulence model predictions for heating were approximately 15% below measured values (Fig. 7).

In order to obtain fully-developed turbulent flow data on the leeside of the MSL configuration, a test was conducted in the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) Tunnel 9 in N₂ at very high Reynolds numbers. Although a full data analysis has not been completed, preliminary comparisons suggest that computational predictions will again be ~15% lower than the experimental data (Fig. 8).
In addition to the perfect-gas environments in the Langley and AEDC tunnels, high-enthalpy, reacting, CO\(_2\) data (both laminar and turbulent) were obtained in the CUBRC LENS-I [15] - [16] and CalTech T5 [17] facilities (Figs. 9-10). Data from these tests were compared to predictions in which both non-catalytic (NC) and super-catalytic (SC) wall boundary conditions were specified. Good comparisons for the laminar cases were obtained with the assumption of a super-catalytic boundary condition; however it is unclear whether the wind tunnel model surface, which was stainless steel in all tests, could catalyze such recombination of CO\(_2\). If indeed this did not occur, the data should more closely match the non-catalytic predictions; that they do not indicates that either there was a bias in two separate sets of wind tunnel data, or that the accepted computational models for non-equilibrium CO\(_2\) environments are insufficient to reproduce these wind tunnel cases. A further complication was the fact that the turbulent heating data from both facilities were better matched when a non-catalytic wall model was employed (Fig. 11). One possible area in which these models may be lacking is in the description of the vibrational-translation temperature interchange and its effects on dissociation/recombination for the complex triatomic CO\(_2\) model [18].

The tests at the Langley Mach 6, AEDC Tunnel 9, and CUBRC LENS-I facilities each showed evidence of heating levels in the windward stagnation region above the predicted laminar heating levels for conditions where the leeside was transitional or turbulent (see for example the region around \(x/R = -0.5\) in Fig. 8). CO\(_2\) test data from CalTech did not show conclusive evidence of this phenomenon; however, an incipient rise was observed in two of the shots. In addition, this phenomenon was also recorded during testing of the Viking aeroshell [19]. Whether the behavior is due to turbulence, unsteady flow, or some other physical mechanism has not been determined, however its presence in three different wind tunnels confirms that it is not merely an artifact of facility performance. It should be noted that this stagnation region heating augmentation was always less than that observed on the leeside due to turbulence, and thus does not affect the vehicle design margin for the constant thickness heatshield TPS material that is based on the turbulent leeside heating. However, until the root cause of this phenomenon is better understood its effects in a flight (as opposed to ground test) environment remain unquantifiable.
4. TPS TESTING AND MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The material selected for the MSL forebody heat shield is Lockheed Martin’s SLA-561V. This material is a low-density ($\approx 256$ kg/m$^3$) cork-filled silicone in a Flexcore honeycomb. The silicone resin comprises $\approx 25\%$ (by mass) of the composite, while silica microballoons and chopped fibers constitute $\approx 40\%$ of the composite. This is the same material used in prior flight heatshields of successful Mars entry missions Mars Viking, Mars Pathfinder (MPF) and Mars Exploration Rover (MER). Originally developed for the 1976 Viking lander missions by the then Martin Marietta Corporation, this lightweight ablator continues to provide mass and cost-efficient heatshield performance for NASA’s entry vehicles. In the 1990’s, the ablator was recertified for the higher entry heating of the Mars Pathfinder lander as well as being wed to a new lightweight composite structure (Fig. 12). For the MSL mission the aerothermal environment is significantly greater than these previous missions. For example, the peak heat flux on Mars Viking, MER and MPF were $\approx 24$, $54$, and $115$ W/cm$^2$, respectively. At those conditions SLA-561V acted as a charring insulator but did not experience much, if any, surface recession.

That will not be the case for MSL where it is anticipated that the leeside of the forebody heat shield will experience peak heat fluxes of $\approx 225$ W/cm$^2$, peak pressures between $0.2$ and $0.25$ atm, and shear stress of almost $400$ Pa (see Fig. 4). At such heat fluxes there is little doubt that SLA-561V will experience surface recession. The windward side will experience pressures in excess of $0.3$ atm, but the heat fluxes will be under $100$ W/cm$^2$.

Prior modeling of the ablator’s performance has been successfully represented at NASA and Lockheed Martin by analytic models that used a simplified approach to the basic physics. At Lockheed Martin, the current SLA-561V model is based on simplified physical parameters corroborated by component testing conducted by the Viking program. The complexity of the material makes modeling individual components and the relationship of these individual components difficult. It has simplified models for pyrolysis and char and is based on empirically derived parameters for heat of ablation to account for recession at higher heating. Prior efforts at thermochemical modeling of surface recession showed that the existing analytic model is conservative and has been correlated to test in the range that it has been used for previous Mars missions.

The surface ablation of SLA-561V can involve several mechanisms. Pyrolysis of the silicone resin produces a black carbonaceous char. However, there is no evidence that oxidation of the char is the controlling ablation mechanism. At low pressure and high heat fluxes it appears that surface recession is governed by the melt and vaporization of glass. At higher pressures the limited data suggest that the glass melts but does not vaporize, at least for the limited range of heat fluxes that have been tested recently. In high shear environments the limited data suggest that the melt flows due to aerodynamic shear and might be removed. To develop a reliable TPS design these ablation mechanisms must be understood and modeled on a first principles basis.

It is common practice to develop empirical correlations of ground test ablation data and use such correlations for TPS design. The problem with this approach is that it is almost impossible to simulate actual flight conditions in existing ground test facilities. For example, while it might be possible to simulate flight heat flux and enthalpy, it will not be at flight pressures or shear. Similarly, while it might be
possible to simulate flight shear and enthalpy, it will not be at flight heat fluxes. Therefore, establishing full traceability from ground to flight is a significant challenge since the ground test data do not represent material performance at actual flight conditions.

A time-proven approach to circumvent the constraints imposed by the limitations of existing ground test facilities is to develop physics- and chemistry-based theoretical models of the relevant material ablation mechanisms since such theoretical models have a basis for extrapolation to actual flight environmental conditions. For some materials where the ablation is governed by the oxidation and sublimation of a carbonaceous char this is straightforward and has been validated for many charring ablators over a broad range of environmental conditions. However, for materials where ablation is governed by the melt, flow and vaporization of glass, the models are more complex.

Because of the expense associated with high energy arcjet testing, a limited set of response data exists for SLA-561V above 100 W/cm$^2$. Arc jet tests were conducted solely in support of the abovementioned specific missions and generally limited to the limited range of heat fluxes anticipated for those missions. Furthermore, most tests employed bondline thermocouples and not in-depth thermocouples distributed through the thickness. Because the design model for SLA-561V that Lockheed-Martin and Ames have traditionally used for TPS design was not deemed “high fidelity”, the MSL project elected to conduct a broad range of arc jet tests to develop a database from which such a high fidelity thermal ablation model could be developed.

At the time this MSL test program was developed (2004) the trajectories under consideration were targeting ~162 W/cm$^2$ for the peak forebody heat flux, but mass growth and other launch/arrival opportunities have led to the trajectories under current consideration where peak heat fluxes are as high as 225 W/cm$^2$. Fortunately, MSL had the foresight to test over a broader range of conditions than were of interest at the time. Lockheed Martin provided 10.16 cm (4.0-inch) diameter flat-faced samples, 1.90 cm (0.75-inch) thick, for tests in the NASA Ames Interaction Heating Facility (IHF). All samples contained in-depth thermocouples. Half of the samples had five thermocouples while the remaining half only contained three in-depth thermocouples, as shown in Figure 13. The thermocouples at depths of 0.1-inch (2.54 mm) and 0.2-inch (5.08 mm) from the surface were Type R while the other thermocouples were Type K.

Tests were conducted at nominal hot-wall heat fluxes of 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240 and 300 W/cm$^2$. At each condition individual samples were exposed for different times to gather data over a range of heat loads. Duplicate tests were conducted at each heat flux/heat load condition wherein one test was with a sample containing five in-depth thermocouples while the second test was on a sample with only three in-depth thermocouples. All tests at heat fluxes above 150 W/cm$^2$ employed a collar fabricated from SIRCA25, a silicone-infiltrated AIM-22 tile with a density of ≈ 400 kg/m$^3$. Collars are employed to prevent erosion of the sample edges, which are not aligned with the flow as they would be in a flight heatshield. The large pressure gradient and shear at the shoulder can tear out material from honeycomb cells that are not complete. Collars were not necessary for the tests at lower heat fluxes. Figures 14-17 show representative posttest photos.

Figure 14 shows a black, charred surface with no evidence of glass melt. The central thermocouple plug is evident. Figure 15 shows a surface covered with molten glass but with no evidence of melt flow. The Flexcore honeycomb is clearly evident. Figure 16 shows a sample with a SIRCA 25 collar where melt of the SIRCA collar is apparent. The SLA-561V surface also exhibits molten glass but it appears that the Flexcore is sticking slightly above the SLA in the cells. Figure 17 shows a very similar posttest appearance.
These photos suggest that at 60 W/cm² there is no glass melt or surface recession, just a charred surface. The samples at 90 W/cm² looked similar. However, at 120 W/cm² there is clear evidence of glass melt with small surface recession. That implies that this condition is near the threshold for surface recession. At higher fluxes there doesn’t appear to be much change in surface appearance with the exception that the compound has ablated more than the cell walls themselves. That suggests that the recession of SLA-561V produces a self-induced surface roughness at a relatively small scale (~1 cm in planform area) relative to the size of the entry aeroshell.

The recession data acquired in these tests at low to moderate pressures (~0.085-0.14 atm) correlate well with heat flux, as shown in Figure 18. But these pressures are lower than the peak pressures anticipated during MSL entry through the Mars atmosphere. Consequently, it is important to understand how pressure may influence the performance of SLA-561V. Arc jet screening tests were conducted in 1993-1994 in the Ames IHF facility in support of the MESUR-Pathfinder program [20]. In those tests, SLA-561V was exposed to heat fluxes in the range of 100-200 W/cm² at pressures from 0.2 to 0.3 atm. It is important to evaluate how the current data compares with these data at higher pressures.

As seen in Figure 18, the recent low-pressure MSL data correlate well with cold-wall heat flux. The MESUR data at pressures at or below 0.25 atm also correlate well with these data. However, at higher pressures the MESUR data suggest significantly augmented recession rates. But it is important to recognize that at these slightly higher pressures the heat fluxes were also higher. Reference [20] notes that at pressures at and above 0.26 atm there was evidence of char spallation at the edges of the coupons. Lockheed Martin contends that the MESUR samples were not fabricated to the flight specification since they were very early re-creations of the Viking SLA. While it is hoped that flight-quality SLA-561V will not exhibit the augmented recession rates seen in the MESUR tests at pressures above 0.25 atm, more tests will be required at MSL-relevant heat fluxes and pressures to demonstrate that the MESUR results were an anomaly.
Under MSL sponsorship a few additional arc jet tests were conducted at a pressure of \( \approx 0.3 \text{ atm} \). But these tests were at a cold-wall heat flux between 100-135 W/cm\(^2\). As seen in Figure 18, those data correlate well with the MSL low-pressure results. Clearly it is important to understand the material performance in this range of heat fluxes and pressures since the existing data suggest thermochemical ablation at low pressures and/or moderate heat flux but, possibly, thermomechanical erosion (char spall) may come into play at a combination of higher heat flux and pressure that are representative of anticipated MSL flight environments. Given that char spall is an inefficient ablation mechanism (loss of mass with no energy accommodation) and very difficult to predict reliably, more tests are clearly warranted to fully understand material performance in this regime.

In addition, some regions of the MSL heatshield will experience turbulent flow and relatively high aerodynamic shear. Since SLA-561V has never been exposed to such flight environments it is critical to understand material performance in such environments. However, such flight-representative environments are very difficult to simulate in existing ground test facilities. NASA Ames Research Center is planning tests in their Turbulent Duct Facility (TDF) that hasn’t been run in several years. While this facility is capable of simulating turbulent flow and shears of interest (but not peak MSL shear), it cannot simultaneously simulate the heat fluxes of interest. It is important to test at heat flux conditions above the recession threshold to evaluate whether aerodynamic shear influences the ablation mechanism, i.e., melt removal rather than melt vaporization.

The MSL project is evaluating other facilities to determine if a better simulation is feasible but this may be another case where no existing ground test facility can adequately simulate the conditions of interest.

As discussed earlier, the low-pressure test samples of SLA-561V conducted under MSL sponsorship were fully instrumented. Figure 19 and 20 demonstrate the quality of the data acquired.

Currently, an extensive range of laboratory tests is being conducted to collect fundamental data on SLA-561V in support of the development of a physics- and chemistry-based high fidelity thermal/ablation model. Such tests include Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), elemental composition, heat of combustion, specific heat and thermal conductivity of virgin material. In addition, posttest arc chars will be evaluated to determine the presence of absence of carbon deposition in the char (coking) which can have a significant affect on char density and, consequently, surface recession rate. The thermophysical and thermochemical properties data will be employed with the thermocouple data from the arc jet tests to develop an accurate in-depth thermal response model. This may require that the virgin and char thermal conductivity models account for pressure as well as temperature and density dependence.

The biggest challenge will be to develop a more theory-based surface ablation model that can account for changes in ablation mechanisms over different ranges of environmental conditions (e.g., glass melt, glass flow and/or removal due to shear, glass vaporization, char spall). Such a model is critical to the TPS design for a mission that will expose a heritage material to a range of flight aerothermal environments beyond that to which it has been previously flight-qualified. Such theoretical models provide traceability from ground to flight since we cannot simulate the flight environment in existing ground test facilities.

The final sizing of the MSL heatshield will consider this new undeveloped approach in comparison to the more traditional simplified modeling approaches in order to develop confidence in the results. Certainly the final answer will be subjected to the most rigorous environmental testing possible using flight witness coupons since any analytic model is ultimately subject to unknown shortfalls.
Future work includes more arc jet tests to investigate material performance at flight-representative heat fluxes, pressures and shears. Since the limitations of existing arc jet facilities may frustrate our ability to simulate these conditions simultaneously, we will explore other facilities (e.g., wind tunnels, sleds, etc.) that may be able to simulate critical environmental conditions.

If relevant tests cannot be completed, material performance at these extreme conditions will remain highly uncertain. That will require that the TPS design compensate for those uncertainties with large design margins.

5. Summary

Characterization of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) entry capsule heating levels is pushing the limits of predictive capabilities and has necessitated extensive testing to validate computational tools and assess thermal protection system (TPS) material performance. Past Mars entry capsules were governed by laminar heating at the heat shield nose, with uncertainties around 25% placed on Navier-Stokes results. MSL’s large ballistic coefficient, large diameter, and non-zero angle-of-attack lead to turbulent heating early in the entry trajectory. Predicted turbulent heating at higher entry velocities approaches 225 W/cm² (including an uncertainty of 50%), which is three times larger than the margined laminar heat flux and about twice as large as Mars Pathfinder’s laminar peak heat flux. The maximum heating location is predicted to coincide with an area of relatively high shear stress, which places additional emphasis on understanding the TPS material response to those conditions. Finally, high angle-of-attack flight and reaction control system (RCS) thruster firings result in afterbody heating levels that exceed past flight experience and will require use of the heat shield TPS material on at least part of the backshell.

An extensive experimental test program has been conducted to observe turbulent heating in ground facilities and provide data to support the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools that are used to predict heating on the flight vehicle. Testing in both perfect gas (air and nitrogen) and high-enthalpy (CO₂) facilities have resulted in fully turbulent heating on scale models of the MSL heat shield. Under transitional and fully turbulent conditions, elevated heating occurs on the heat-shield leeside at angle-of-attack. Elevated heating in the stagnation region exceeds laminar CFD predictions for unknown reasons, but the heating is still below maximum leeside turbulent heating.

In general, the computational tools exercised with an algebraic turbulence model underpredict the perfect gas turbulent data by about 15%. Comparisons between high-enthalpy data and predictions depend on the surface catalysis boundary condition used in the CFD. Supercatalytic CFD (full recombination of CO₂) matches laminar heating data well, but it is inconclusive as to whether the stainless steel models can support the necessary recombination reactions.

SLA-561V, a cork-filled silicone in a Flexcore honeycomb, will be used for the heat-shield TPS material. Elevated heating on the afterbody during RCS thruster firings will likely lead to its use on some, if not most, of the backshell. SLA-561V has been successfully used on every previous Mars entry heat-shield. However, the MSL predicted peak heat flux (including a 50% uncertainty) is roughly twice as high as the most severe flight environments experienced to date during the Mars Pathfinder entry.

Arc jet tests have been conducted at NASA Ames Research Center facilities to understand TPS performance over a wide range of conditions. Stagnation tests at moderate pressures have been conducted for heat fluxes between 30 and 300 W/cm², the data from which are being used to develop a high-fidelity ablation response model for SLA-561V. Acceptable recession was observed for all heat fluxes tested. The threshold for surface recession was observed to be near 120 W/cm², and differential recession between the ablator and honeycomb cells results in more surface roughness at higher heat fluxes. Additional testing will be completed to better approximate the combination of high heat flux and shear stress, with moderate pressure, expected for MSL during flight. The concern is that high heat flux and shear stress at the same location could lead to recession amounts that are not well understood using existing response models.
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